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In nematic liquid crystals [1] molecules align on average spontaneously along a certain direction, denoted by the so-called director fi. In cholesteric liquid crystals [1] the molecules spiral in addition in a helical way around a preferred direction p, the pitch axis with a characteristic length scale, the pitch 2 n/qo. Locally these cholesteric liquid crystals are biaxial whereas globally, i.e. on length scales large compared to the pitch, cholesterics are uniaxial.
Very recently [2] it has become clear that biaxial nematic liquid crystals, which are characterized by nematic order in two perpendicular directions n and m say (and thus in all three directions) and which have been studied extensively after their discovery [3] in lyotropic systems, both experimentally [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and theoretically [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , also possess a cholesteric counter-part which has properties different from those of the usual cholesteric phase [17] . This novel type of cholesteric which we will call cholesteric II, is obtained when twist along one direction (say n x m) is introduced in a biaxial nematic; i.e. n and 1ft spiral both around the preferred direction n x 1ft with one pitch 2 7r/qo. As has been pointed out in reference [2] this phase has only defects with a singular core. We would like to stress that there are drastic quantitative differences in the degree of local biaxiality between cholesteric II and the usual cholesterics (hence-forth called cholesteric I). In cholesteric I the biaxial order is of a magnitude proportional to the square of the ratio of the molecular length to the pitch length (this is a number of the order of 10-8 in the lyotropic systems (*) Present and permanent address : Dept. Physics, Universitat Essen, D43 Essen 1, F.R.G.
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyslet:019850046015071100 we are focussing on in the present note predominantly) and in fact it appears that it has never been detected in a lyotropic system. In cholesteric II the order is locally isomorphic to that of a biaxial nematic and thus the degree of biaxial order must be comparable to those [3, 5] . This big change in local biaxiality immediately suggests an experimental tool to study the transition : NMR, which has proven to be so successful already in identifying [3, 5] This situation is reminiscent of the gas-liquid transition in simple fluids; the transition between the gas and the liquid phase is either first order or there is no difference at all (above the critical point which is the end of a line of first order phase transitions).
It is important to remember that the uniaxial to biaxial phase transition in nematics can be of second order (the symmetry changes from uniaxial to biaxial, globally) and this is found to be the case in all systems investigated experimentally [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Nevertheless the study of the behaviour of the cholesteric 1-cholesteric II transition will be most interesting, in particular for mixtures ( (1) az qo) in cholesteric I whereas it is comparable in magnitude to the T of biaxial nematics in cholesterics II. In cholesteric I, the nonzero, but microscopically small value of T results from the induced biaxiality due to the helical structure and vanishes for ~o -~ 0. In cholesteric II, T describes the degree of order of the second molecular axis writ the second preferred axis 1ft, as in biaxial nematics. In terms of Eulerian angles, T can be defined [24] as If a Landau expansion is done for the whole T, we have with ii -qa, an expression which resembles that of a ferromagnet-paramagnet transition in an external field or of an imperfect bifurcation. Our statement that the cholesteric I to cholesteric II transition is first order applies if one uses the order parameter 5T with the value of T in cholesteric I subtracted from the whole value. The jump of 6 t at the transition is small because the value of f in cholesteric I is also small.
These fluctuations 6t seem to be the only natural candidate for a slow, i.e. macroscopic variable supplementing the usual truly hydrodynamic variables density p, entropy density (7, density of linear momentum g and displacement u parallel to the pitch axis p characteristic of the hydrodynamics of cholesteric liquid crystals [18] [19] [20] which is valid on length scales large compared to the pitch [ 18, 19] .
For the static free energy we have where F Chal is the static free energy of a cholesteric [18, 19] [19] we have and where ~ and ~ are as in cholesterics [19] . In writing down equation (7) we have kept a term N qo Vj 4&#x3E;j although it is of higher order in the wavevector, because the counter term in X D "(Eq. (6)) is ~ qo ~. The terms proportional to ~ and q reflect a dissipative coupling of temperature and order parameter to the effective pitch.
The term N qo 0 is allowed by symmetry in cholesterics due to the existence of the pseudoscalar qo, a term absent in smectics A and discotic liquid crystals. A dissipative cross-coupling between order parameter variations and those of the layer displacement u does not seem to have been considered before.
For the reversible currents we have
Equations (8) are given in reference [19] with the terms", gkl added in reference [20] . In (9) the term ~ Pij is isomorphic to similar terms near the nematic-smectic A [21] and the nematicdiscotic [22] Fig. 3 ), i.e. one applies a linearly inhomogeneous rotation. The amplitude of this rotation has to be chosen sufficiently small so as not to introduce too big distortions of the helical structure or instabilities. This seems feasible in the systems considered here due to the large pitch ( ~ 20 ~un, i.e. already fairly close to a nematic). If the experiment is done in a lyotropic mixture which contains a small amount of chiral impurities the cholesteric Icholesteric II transition is nearly second order and thus the order parameter susceptibility xaTaT can be expected to become very large and enhance the degree of rotation-induced order. On a long time scale the amplitude will become large and defects will occur thus setting an upper bound for the time over which the effect predicted can be studied (This situation is similar to that of the experiments performed by Janossy (J. Physique Lett. 42 (1981) 43 ) on the motion of impurities in cholesteric phases). We obtain for the value of T via equations (7) and (9) with j, k in the xy-plane and z parallel to the helical axis we have with A =-vz( vy vx -ox Vy~. N This induced finite value of T can lead to a shift in the transition temperature for the cholesteric 1-cholesteric II transition which one can detect.
If one is interested in a continuum-type description on length scales smaller than the pitch, one uses the nematic director n as a variable (instead of u) ; the pitch 2 n/qo is expressed by n via qo = -fi -curl n. Here we focus on the changes when compared to the uniaxial-biaxial transition in nematics discussed in references [12] and [13] .
For n and T we have the dynamic equations and for the reversible parts of Xi and Y we have and where the expression (13) is as in uniaxial nematics [18] and where (14) is closely related to (9) given above ; y = y and ~~~ _ ~1 b~; + ~2 n? no. 
